Abstract-Many safety-critical systems must achieve highlevel task specifications with guaranteed safety and correctness. Much recent progress towards this goal has been made through controller synthesis from signal temporal logic (STL) specifications. Existing approaches, however, either consider some a priori discretization of the state-space, deal only with a convex fragment of STL, or are not provably complete. We propose a scalable, provably complete algorithm that directly synthesizes continuous trajectories to satisfy non-convex STL specifications. We separate discrete task planning and continuous motion planning on the fly and harness highly efficient satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) and linear programming (LP) solvers to find dynamically feasible trajectories for high dimensional systems that satisfies non-convex STL specifications. The proposed design algorithms are proved sound and complete, and simulation results demonstrate the scalability of our approach.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation
Autonomous intelligent physical systems (IPSs) must be capable of interpreting high-level, possibly vague, tasks specifications, planning to achieve these specifications, and executing actions appropriate to a particular context in which the system is operating. Symbolic control proposes to fulfill this need by automatically designing feedback controllers that result in the satisfaction of formal logic specifications. Temporal logics such as STL can express a wide variety of tasks for IPSs [1] . Furthermore STL formulas are close to natural language and can even be interpreted from oral commands [2] . However, today's large-scale IPSs present unprecedented challenges for symbolic control techniques, and existing STL-based symbolic control cannot solve many real-world problems.
A significant difficulty stems from the need to combine logical constraints (from task specifications) with continuous motion restrictions (from physical system dynamics). This integration is even more challenging for complex, highdimensional systems which must execute tasks with nonconvex logical constraints. For STL formulas based on convex predicates, operations like logical conjunction and negation preserve convexity in the overall formula. Disjuction operators and nested existential quantifications, however, render such an STL formula non-convex. For this reason, many symbolic control methods (e.g. [3] , [4] ) consider only a convex fragment of STL, though this restriction limits the expressiveness of the formal specification. (rrodri17@nd.edu; vkurtz@nd.edu; hlin1@nd.edu) 2 The first author would like to appreciate the scholarship support by CAPES/BR, 99999.013242/2013-0 Early efforts in symbolic control relied on discrete abstractions of continuous dynamical systems, and much work has focused on how to obtain an equivalent discrete and finite quotient transition system. Given an equivalent transition system, logical constraints can be handled with efficient search techniques in the discrete space. Finding such discrete abstractions is difficult in higher-dimensional spaces, however, and these approaches are usually limited to low-dimensional systems with no more than five continuous state variables [5] .
Recently, a growing body of work has focused on the synthesis of continuous trajectories from high-level logical specifications more directly. When considering only a convex fragment of STL, the problem can be efficiently encoded to a LP problem [6] . Furthermore, the satisfaction of an STL formula can be measured using robust semantics, which allows efficient reactive control synthesis from control barrier functions [4] and prescribed performance control [7] . However, the convex fragment of STL cannot describe many real-world applications of IPS. For instance, a quadrotor performing an automated tasks needs to return to a charging station in reasonable time infinitely often: this desirable property that requires nested existential quantifications and thus cannot be described by a convex fragment of STL.
B. Our Idea
We propose an efficient method of synthesizing dynamically-feasible trajectories that satisfy high-level STL specifications. Our approach does not require a priori partitioning of the state space, provides bounds on deciding whether a satisfying trajectory can be found, handles nonconvex STL formulas, and scales well to systems with high-dimensional dynamics.
We propose a two-layer control architecture with discrete and continuous planning layers based on counterexampleguided inductive synthesis (CEGIS). These layers work together to iteratively overcome non-convexities in the STL specification. Discrete plans (sequences of convex constraints) are generated on-the-fly from STL predicates, which allows us to avoid expensive conversions between predicates and vertex representations. The discrete layer acts as a proposer, using SMT to generate a discrete plan which satisfies the STL specification. The continuous layer then acts as a teacher, using LP to check if the discrete plan is dynamically feasible. If the discrete plan is not feasible, a counterexample is passed back to the discrete layer, which generates a new plan. If the plan is feasible, the continuous layer returns a dynamically feasible trajectory that satisfies the STL specification.
C. Related Work
Existing approaches for symbolic control based on trajectory synthesis from task specifications can be roughly divided into three categories: mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) based [8] , [6] , [9] , [10] , [11] , sampling based [12] , [13] , and SMT based [14] , [15] approaches.
The basic idea of the MILP approach is to re-write statements with logical expressions into mixed-integer constraints. The addition of auxiliary binary variables to facilitate this rewriting, however, may render the problem intractable as for long specifications. Thus, STL approaches such as BluSTL [6] have been focused on model predictive control (MPC) which limits the duration (i.e., number of time indices) of the search. LTL OPT [13] proposed to synthesize controllers from an expressive fragment of linear temporal logic (LTL) specifications for longer time horizons. This approach faces the same limitations, however, and struggles to efficiently handle non-convex logical constraints with long duration (greater than 100 time indices).
Sampling-based approaches propose to combine samplingbased motion planning with discrete search algorithms. Sampling-based motion planning methods are relatively easy to implement and can provide fast solutions to some difficult problems. However, such approaches are suboptimal and are not guaranteed to find a solution if one exists, a property referred to as (in)completeness. Instead, they ensure weaker notions of asymptotically optimality [16] and probabilistic completeness [17] , meaning that an optimal solution will be provided, if one exists, given sufficient runtime of the algorithm. Hence sampling-based algorithms may never terminate and do not have control over the number of hops needed to generate a trajectory. These difficulties are exemplified in poor performance on problems with narrow passages [18] .
Our proposed approach is closely related to SMT based symbolic control, which has been used to generate dynamically-feasible trajectories for LTL specifications [14] , [15] . Modern SMT solvers can efficiently find satisfying valuations of very large propositional formulas with complex Boolean structure combining various decidable theories, such as lists, arrays, bit vectors, linear integer arithmetic, and linear real arithmetic [19] . SMT based symbolic control from LTL specifications showed encouraging performance for motion planning problems. However, it requires partitioning the continuous state space before the execution. This precomputation that can be more time consuming than the trajectory synthesis itself [14, Table I ]. Furthermore, the implementation of realtime specifications is more difficult, and it does not offer an explicit bound to decide that dynamically-feasible trajectory for LTL specifications cannot be found.
D. Contribution
Our approach explicitly searches for the duration necessary to find a dynamically-feasible trajectory that satisfies the specifications. Moreover, as shown in our experiments, our approach can efficiently handle long duration (greater than 100 time indices), non-convex task specifications. Unlike sampling-based and other SMT approaches, our method guarantees correctness for time-bounded STL specifications and efficiently maximizes the robust satisfaction of these specifications. Furthermore, our method does not require precomputation of an abstract transition system.
E. Organization
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After introducing the necessary preliminaries, Section II presents a formal problem statement. Next, Section II-E outlines our proposed approach to this problem. Sections III-V present the details of our method. Section VI shows how our method can be used to solve a high-dimensional task and motion planning problem. Section VII concludes the paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. System
Consider the discrete-time linear control system
where x x x ∈ R n are the state variables, u u u ⊂ R m are the control inputs, and A ∈ R n×n and B ∈ R n×m are constant matrices. Note that System (1) can arise from linearization and sampling of a more general continuous system. In this case, we denote the sampling period as T s , where
A run of System (1) is defined as a sequence ξ ξ ξ (x x x) = (x x x 0 , u u u 0 )(x x x 1 , u u u 1 ) . . . specified by an initial statex x x ∈ R n and an input sequence u u u = u u u 0 u u u 1 . . . . A evaluation of this run at instant t k , ξ ξ ξ (t k ) = (x x x(t k ), u u u(t k )), is denoted by ξ ξ ξ k = (x x x k , u u u k ).
B. Signal Temporal Logic
We assume that high-level specifications are given as STL formulas. STL formulas are defined recursively according to the following syntax in conjunctive normal form:
where ϕ, ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 are STL formulas, and π µ is an atomic predicate R n × R m → { , ⊥}. This predicate is determined by the sign of the function µ : R n+m → R. Specifically, π µ = if and only if µ(ξ ξ ξ ) > 0. We assume that µ is linear affine, i.e., µ(ξ ξ ξ ) = h h h ξ ξ ξ + a, h h h ∈ R n+m and a ∈ R. The meaning (semantics) of an STL formula is interpreted over a run of System (1). We denote a run ξ ξ ξ (x x x) satisfying an STL formula ϕ by ξ ξ ξ ϕ. We write ξ ξ ξ k ϕ when the run ξ ξ ξ k ξ ξ ξ k+1 . . . satisfies the STL formula ϕ.
The following semantics define the validity of a formula ϕ with respect to the run ξ ξ ξ :
• ξ ξ ξ k π µ if and only if µ(ξ ξ ξ k ) > 0;
• ξ ξ ξ k ¬π µ if and only if −µ(ξ ξ ξ k ) > 0;
• ξ ξ ξ k ϕ 1 ∧ϕ 2 if and only if ξ ξ ξ k ϕ 1 and ξ ξ ξ k ϕ 2 ;
• ξ ξ ξ k ϕ 1 ∨ϕ 2 if and only if ξ ξ ξ k ϕ 1 or ξ ξ ξ k ϕ 2 ;
ξ ξ ξ k ϕ 2 , and ξ ξ ξ k ϕ 1 for any t k ∈ [t k .. If an STL formula ϕ contains no unbounded operators, it is called bounded-time. The bound of a bounded-time STL formula ϕ is the maximum over the sum of all nested upper bounds on the temporal operators, which is a conservative maximum time length required to decide its satisfiability. For instance, the bounded-time formula ϕ = [0,180] ♦ [0, 90] x > 0 has a bound K ϕ max ≤ 180 + 90 = 270, where the bound K ϕ max is sufficient to determine whether the formula is satisfiable.
C. Quantitative Semantics for STL
Quantitative (or robust) semantics for STL defines a realvalued function ρ ϕ called robustness, which associates a scalar value with the quality of satisfaction. This robustness function is recurslively defined such that ρ ϕ 0 > 0 only if ξ ξ ξ ϕ:
where we denote ρ ϕ (ξ ξ ξ ,t k ) by ρ ϕ k to simplify notation. The robust satisfaction of STL formula ϕ is computed by propagating the values of the functions associated with each operand using min and max operators.
D. Problem formulation
The STL symbolic control problem is formally defined as follows: Problem 1. Given an STL formula ϕ and a dynamical system (1) with an initial statex x x ∈ R n , design control signals u u u = u u u 0 u u u 1 . . . such that the corresponding run ξ ξ ξ (x x x) := (u u u 0 x x x 0 )(u u u 1 x x x 1 ), . . . satisfies ϕ and the dynamical constraints of System (1).
E. Overview
We achieve scalable symbolic control by applying search techniques to reduce the number of discrete and continuous planning computations. Our approach is illustrated in Fig. 1 . At discrete planning layer, we combine iterative deepening search [20] with a constraint satisfiability problem (CSP) [21] . Since CSP generates finite length solutions, we search for minimum length solutions for the discrete planning problem by iteractively incrementing constraints. At the continuous planning layer, we use the fact that if there exists a prefix of the discrete plan that is not dynamically feasible, finding a dynamically feasible suffix will not change the feasibility of the prefix. This combination of best-first and binary search with optimization to generate discrete plans ensures that computation will focus on plans that are likely to be dynamically feasible. Similarly, we avoid computing new discrete plans until we check the dynamic feasibility of all related plans. Leveraging these aggressive search techniques with the efficiency of SMT solvers, our approach extends symbolic control scalability to more complex task specifications and higher dimensional systems.
Algorithm 1 (illustrated in Fig. 2 ) outlines our approach. The main loop implements the iterative deepening search. We start with discrete plans of length K = 0 (line 1). If the discrete planning is not satisfiable with this length, then we deepen the discrete planning problem by iterating K (line 8). If the discrete planning problem is satisfiable for a given length K, we start a search for a dynamically feasible run with minimum length ( f eas algorithm). Instead of asking for new discrete plans, this algorithm modifies discrete plan prefixes to propose new candidate plans. If we do not find a dynamically feasible plan, this algorithm identifies prefixes that are infeasible and must be discarded in next searches. If we find a feasible discrete plan, we increase its STL robustness measure ρ ϕ with the robustness search algorithm (rob). This last search will generate a robust nominal run and discrete plan, which is used with a feedback regulator synthesized in algorithm ctrler. In the following sections, we will present each one of these algorithms in detail.
III. DISCRETE PLANNING
We encode the discrete planning problem into a CSP [21] , allowing us to leverage off-the-shelf incremental SMT solvers such as Z3 [22] . The CSP is mathematical problem, essentially specifying that a set of states must satisfy a set of constraints. CSPs with constraints defined in quantifier-free linear first-order logic can be efficiently (polynomial time) computed using SMT solvers [19] . Since CSPs are defined over finite sets of variables, however, we can only check satisfiability of runs with finite length. As shown in Fig. 3 , the discrete planner starts by encoding an STL formula ϕ into a CSP to generate a candidate runξ ξ ξ with length K, discarding any solution with a prefix in the counterexamples P cex . Given 
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end if 10: end while 11: F F F, ξ ξ ξ , ←rob(ϕ, P, , L, Q f , Q, R, A, B,x x x, δ ) such a candidate runξ ξ ξ , we apply an abstraction operator α to generate a discrete plan P.
A. Problem Formulation
To scaleably obtain a discrete plan without a pre-partitioned workspace, we generate a run as sequence of closed convex polyhedra P from an automatically synthesized coarse runξ ξ ξ . This allows us to avoid computing partitions from a set of vertices, which requires prohibitively expensive conversions between halfspace resulting from STL predicates π µ and vertex representations.
To show the relationship between a coarse runξ ξ ξ and a run of system (1), we model the system as a transition system T S and propose an existential abstraction T S that explains why our discrete plan over-approximates the continuous plan. Note that we never explicitly use the existential abstraction transition system to generate discrete plans. Definition 1. Given an initial statex x x and an STL formula ϕ, T S = S , S 0 , L , δ is a labeled transition system where,
• S := R n+m is the transition system state continuous domain, where ξ ξ ξ k = (x x x k , u u u k ) is a state ξ ξ ξ k ∈ S at t k , • S 0 ⊆ S is the initial conditions such that for any ξ ξ ξ 0 ∈ S 0 , ξ ξ ξ 0 = (x x x, u u u) for any u u u ∈ R m , • L : S → 2 π µ 1 is label function mapping a state ξ ξ ξ k to all predicates defined in the STL formula ϕ such that π µ ∈ L (ξ ξ ξ k ) if and only if ξ ξ ξ k π µ , • δ is a transition relation where (ξ ξ ξ k , ξ ξ ξ k+1 ) ∈ δ if and only if x x x k+1 = Ax x x k + Bu u u k , and ξ ξ ξ k and ξ ξ ξ k+1 are adjacent. It
It easy to see that a run ξ ξ ξ is a run of T S only if it is a run of a system (1) . Note that we include the adjacency constraint used in coarse abstraction approaches like [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] . We do so because though we are using a difference equation to model our system, the underlying system is continuous. Thus, depending on the sampling time T s , the difference equation may allow transitions which may exist an instant
The existential abstraction T S is formally defined as follows:
Definition 2. Given an initial statex x x and an STL formula ϕ, T S = S , S 0 , L , δ is a labeled transition system where,
} is a finite set of discrete states representing all possible convex polyhedra generated by the predicates of the STL formula ϕ, • S 0 ⊆ S is the set of initial conditions such that P 0 ∈ S 0 only if (x x x, u u u) ∈ P 0 for some u u u ∈ R m , • L : S → 2 π µ is label function mapping a state P k to all predicates defined in the STL formula ϕ, where π µ ∈ L (P k ) if and only if ξ ξ ξ k π µ for any run ξ ξ ξ ∈ (R n+m ) ω such that ξ ξ ξ k ∈ P k , • δ is a transition relation where (P k , P k+1 ) ∈ δ if and only if there exist P ∈ S such that P k ∩ P = / 0 and
A run of model T S is a sequence P = P 0 P 1 P 2 . . . . Since an STL formula ϕ has a finite set of predicates by definition, the number of all possible convex polyhedra is finite; thus, S is finite. Example 1. Consider transitions illustrated in Fig. 4 . All convex polygons P [i] are states of T S , as are all combinations of adjacent polygons. The transition (P [1] , P [5] ) is valid (i.e., (P [1] , P [5] ) ∈ δ ) as shown in Fig. 4a , because the polygon P [1, 3, 5] = P [1] ∪ P [3] ∪ P [5] , i.e., the red rectangle in Fig. 4a , is also a state of T S . However, (P [1] , P [8] ), shown in Fig. 4b is not valid. Also, we can see that L (P [1] ) = {π x>0 , π 10−x>0 , π y>0 , π 10−y>0 }.
To verify that the abstraction of every run in T S corresponds to a run in T S , we propose the following abstraction operator: Definition 3. α : S → S is a function that maps a state ξ ξ ξ k ∈ S of model T S to a state P k ∈ S of model T S as follows,
Intuitively, T S over-approximates T S.
Proof. By definition [1] , Σ simulates Σ if and only if: (1)
(3) Note that the transition relation (ξ ξ ξ k , ξ ξ ξ k+1 ) ∈ δ requires the adjacency constraint, i.e., there exists a
Finally, from [1, Lemma 7.55], it follows that every run ξ ξ ξ in Σ is a run in Σ .
We denote that a K-bounded coarse runξ ξ ξ satisfies an STL formula ϕ byξ ξ ξ K 0 ϕ and writeξ ξ ξ K k ϕ when a coarse run satisfies the STL formula at instant t k . Note that a necessary and sufficient condition for a transition (P k , P k+1 ) ∈ δ is that there exists a predicate π µ such that π µ ∈ L (P k ) and π µ ∈ L (P k+1 ), since µ(ξ ξ ξ ) > 0 is a convex polyhedron P ∈ S . Therefore, we define the coarse STL semantics as STL semantics except for the predicate, i.e.,ξ ξ ξ Example 2. Let us consider a system x x x k+1 = x x x k + T s u u u k , where [5, 5] with sampling time T s = 1s which must satisfy a reach-avoid specification, i.e., ϕ = ϕ sa f e U U U [10, 60] ϕ goal , where ϕ sa f e = (x < 10∨x > 20∨y < 10∨y > 20)∧(0 < x < 30)∧(0 < y < 30), and ϕ goal = 20 < x < 30∧0 < y < 10. A runξ ξ ξ with K = 10 that satisfies ϕ isξ ξ ξ = ( [5, 5] 
Now we can formally define the discrete planning problem as follows:
Problem 2. Given a time index length K, an STL formula ϕ, an initial statex x x, a sampling time T s , and a finite set of counterexamples P cex = {P
cex }, a discrete planning problem is a feasibility problem as follows,
The constraint (4) ensures adjacency and initial conditions x x x 0 =x x x. Constraint (5) states that no solution can have same prefix as the counterexamples. Finally, constraint (3) abstracts the coarse run into a discrete plan P.
B. Constraint Satisfaction Problem
Formally, a CSP is defined as a triple V , D,C , where
. . , D N } is a set of respective domains of values, and C = {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c M } is a set of constraints [20] . A variable v i can take values on the nonempty domain D i . A constraint c j is a pair t j , R j , where t j ⊆ V is a subset of n variables and R j is a n-ary relation on the corresponding subset of domains D j . An evaluation v v v : V → D of the variables V is a function that assign a particular set of values in the corresponding subset of domains. We denote v v v c j if the values assigned to the variables t j satisfies the relation R j , and v v v C if for all j ∈ [1..M], v v v c j . Note that we use the following truth function symbols for expressing logic relation R j in first order logic formulas: π| |⊥|¬|∧|∨|→|↔, where π = p|R is an atomic proposition, p is a propositinal variable, R is a linear equality or inequality over integer or real variables, ∧ is conjunction, ∨ is disjunction, ¬ is negation, = π∨¬π, ⊥ = π∧¬π, π 1 →π 2 = ¬π 1 ∨π 2 , and π 1 ↔π 2 = (π 1 →π 2 )∧(π 2 →π 1 ). It is easily seen that a CSP encoding will generate only finite length runs. However, Problem 2 is an existential model checking problem, and the abstracted system T S is a finite transition system. Hence, we can represent infinite runs that satify an STL formula in (K, L)−loop form [23] , [24] . Note that, unlike LTL, STL expresses delays and deadlines. Thus, we cannot directly apply the results in [23] , [24] . Hence, we define an STL semantics such that we can check satisfaction of an infinite run using a bounded algorithm.
Definition 5. The validity of an STL formula for a coarse run ξ ξ ξ in (K, L)-loop form is defined as follows,
where,
The STL semantics for coarse runξ ξ ξ in (K, L)-loop form is equivalent to STL semantics for standard coarse runξ ξ ξ . 
Proof. (⇐) It follows from the fact thatξ ξ ξ =ξ ξ ξ when K = K and L = ∞.
(⇒) If K = K , the proposition trivially follows. Thus, let us assume that K < K . Hence, the instant thatξ ξ ξ k =ξ ξ ξ k is
Otherwise, if exists a loop (t L ≤ t K ) and the loop is shorter than
Example 5. Note that the (K, L)-loop run in Example 4 satisfies ϕ sa f e U U U [10, 60] 
cex }, a discrete planning encoding of an arbitrary STL formula ϕ is a CSP, where,
.K], and each subformula ϕ i of ϕ, including the main formula,
K means that if a loop starts at an instant k , then the last state must be equal to L − 1, and | ϕ | k K defines recursively the loop constraints for the formula ϕ, -| ϕ | k K is a recursive quantifier-free first order logic formula defined later,
cex,k discards runs with prefixes like those in the conterexamples.
Note that a coarse runξ ξ ξ needs K +1 evaluations to generate a run of length K because we have modified semantics for predicates, i.e.,ξ ξ ξ k π µ if and only if µ(ξ ξ ξ k ) > 0∧µ(ξ ξ ξ k+1 ) > 0. We also need to constrainξ ξ ξ K =ξ ξ ξ L−1 ∧ξ ξ ξ K+1 =ξ ξ ξ L instead of justξ ξ ξ K =ξ ξ ξ L−1 when a (K, L)-loop exists for the same reason.
Since the semantics of an STL formula ϕ are defined recursively, we define recursive quantifier-free first order formulas 
Let us consider a simple STL formula ϕ = [6, 8] x > 0 for a simple system x = x + u starting at x = −1. Thus, c k ,dom constraints for k = 0, 1 and 2 are, c 0,dom = (p 0,0 [6, 8] x>0 →p 1,0 [6, 8] 
Note that Def. 7 does not define loop constraints defined in temporal operator semantics in Def. 5. As we will show later, we want to use the incremental SMT to increase performance, and loop constraints depend on K which changes at each iteration. Thus, we assert all constraints that depend on K on the first-order logic formula | ϕ | k K .
Definition 8. The formula | ϕ | k K defines recursively when a loop is necessary for a formula ϕ as follows,
The CSP of definition 6 solves Problem 2.
Lemma 2. Given a length K, an STL formula ϕ, an initial statex x x, a sampling time T s , and a finite set of counterexamples P cex = {P [1] cex , P [2] cex , . . . , P 
Proof. (⇒) Letξ ξ ξ be a envaluation of of the CSP in Def. 6. First, we show thatξ ξ ξ (K,L) 0 ϕ using the recursive properties of the STL semantics to prove by induction. From Lemma 1,ξ ξ ξ generates a runξ ξ ξ whichξ ξ ξ K k ϕ. Next we prove that other constraints of Problem 2 are also satisfied.
First, note that, from
Now, note that C ϕ ensures that L is valid, i.e., L > 0, and x x x 0 =x x x. Additionally, C k,dom holds true only ifξ ξ ξ k ∈ R n × R m , and C cex only if ∀i ∈ [1..
Therefore, the proposition holds.
(⇐) We will prove by contradiction. Let P be a solution for Problem 2; thus,ξ ξ ξ is a coarse run which is not in (K, L)-loop form and P = α(ξ ξ ξ 1 )α(ξ ξ ξ 1 ) . . . α(ξ ξ ξ K ). First, we show thatξ ξ ξ satisfy the constraints C 0,dom ,C 1,dom , . . . ,C K,dom using recursive properties of |(ϕ)| k 0 k . Next, we show that this run also satisfy the other constraints in CSP. Thus, by contradiction the Proposition holds.
Note thatâ k < L andb k < K for any temporal operator; thus, 
can hold true. any STL formula: By induction, ifξ ξ ξ
cex,k ]. Therefore, by contradiction, it follows that the Theorem holds.
Remark 1. One of the distinct feature our proposed encoding is the separation of constraints that depend on the length K (| ϕ | k K ) to other constraints (C k,dom ), which changes during the search. Thus, we prepare this encoding to use with incremental SMT solvers which can significantly improve scalability. To solve Problem 2, we also include the counterexample constraints C cex , which make sure that we avoid finding solution which are known to be dynamically unfeasible.
C. Algorithm
As shown in Fig. 1 , discrete plans are generated and evaluated using an iterative deepening search. This search iteratively increases the length (K = K + 1) starting from K = 0. Thus, as illustrated in Algorithm 2, we leverage incremental solution capabilities of SMT solvers such as Z3 [22] to add and remove constraints as the search is deepened to use the lemmas found in previous searches, increasing the solver performance. We denote the assertion of a constraint in an SMT solver by SMT ←c i . At each deepening iteration, we only add constraints for the current instant of time (line 6). When we receive a new counterexample (P cex = / 0), it means that a discrete plan was discarded by the continuous planning. It means that we did not deepen the search; thus, we only add these counterexamples encoding. Finally, if the encoding is satisfiable, we extract a runξ ξ ξ that is decoded into a discrete plan P = α(ξ ξ ξ 0 )α(ξ ξ ξ 1 ) . . . α(ξ ξ ξ K ), or return unsatisfiable.
SMT ←c ϕ 3: else
4:
SMT.pop 5: end if
SMT.push 8: SMT ←c K,loop 9: Status,ξ ξ ξ , L ←SMT.check 10: if Status = sat then 11:
The discrete plans generated by Algorithm 2 are provably correct.
Theorem 2. Given a length K, an STL formula ϕ, a finite set of counterexamples P cex = {P
cex }, a sampling time T s , and an initial statex x x, Algorithm 2 returns a satisfying discrete plan P = α(ξ ξ ξ ) if and only if this discrete plan is a solution for Problem 2.
Proof. Since Algorithm 2 solves a CSP with linear constraints by STL definition, there exists sound and complete SMT solver for the CSP in Def. 6 [21] . From Lemma 2, the Theorem holds.
Remark 2. The implementation of the CSP is not only decidable (sound and complete) but also is a scalable implementation. First, it is known that solving quantifier free first order logic with linear constraints is polynomical time in the worst case [21] . Moreover, we implement a incremental implementation of the CSP which allows us to keep lemmas from previous steps.
IV. FEASIBILITY SEARCH
Our feasibility search finds a dynamically feasible run from a given discrete plan. Algorithm 3 illustrate our approach. We combine best first search with binary search tree to search for all possible candidate prefixes. These prefixes are generated by the following function:
Observe that we never calculate the convex hull from P k and P k+1 , because this convex hull can be efficiently obtained from the coarse runξ ξ ξ as follows,
Since the dynamical constraints (1) are ordered (timeindexed), an infeasible prefix P is an irreductive consistent set [25] . This means that feasibility of sufixes will not alter the infeasibility of the prefix. Furthermore, the complexity increases with the size of time indexes; thus, we start the search with shortest prefix P = P 0 P 1 (N = 1). Moreover, the time length N to reach P N+1 from P N is also sorted, because, once we find a length * N which there exists a dynamically feasible run, there will also exist a dynamically feasible run for any length N > * N . Hence, we apply a binary search tree (lines [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] to find the shortest time length * 1 to reach P 1 from P 0 (at initial state). Once we find a feasible run for this prefix, we increase the prefix index N = N + 1 and also find the shortest time length * 2 to reach P 2 . Note, though, that prefixes (N < N) can affect feasibility of suffixes. Thus, if we do not find a dynamically feasible length for a segment N, increasing previous prefixes can affect the feasibility. Thus, we start increasing these prefixes (line 16). We repeat this procesure until we find a dynamically feasible run to P 2 , or we stop the algorithm and return counterexamples (lines 17 and 20). Again we increase the prefix length until we find a dynamically feasible run that satisfies the specifications (ρ ϕ 0 > 0) or return counterexamples. We propose a convex optimization problem to check if a prefix of the discrete plan P is dynamically feasible. The formal correctness of a runξ ξ ξ that validates a discrete plan is in terms of δ -completeness [26] .
Lemma 3. Given a prefix P = pre f ix(P, N, ) of a discrete plan P with length K ≥ N and a loop index L, a model (1), and an initial statex x x, there exists a dynamically feasible run ξ ξ ξ for the prefix P if and only if the solution to the following problem,
Proof. First, note that the problem (6) is a LP problem; thus, there exists sound and complete solvers. (⇐) Assume that there exists a dynamically feasible run ξ ξ ξ for the prefix P , but the solution to problem (6) is s K > δ . Since there exist ∑ N−1 k=0 s k ≤ δ , s K is not minimum. Thus, by contradiction, there exist a dynamically feasible run ξ ξ ξ for the prefix P only if the solution to (6) results into s K ≤ δ . (⇒) Now assume that solution for problem (6) results into s K < δ . Thus, s k < δ for all k ∈ [1..N], and the solution is dynamically feasible. Therefore, the proposition follows. Therefore, Algorithm 3 is sound and complete. if fval ≤ δ then 10: if fval> δ then 16 :
pre f ix(P, N, )
18:
N ← max 20:
pre f ix(P, N, ) 
Theorem 3. There exists a dynamically feasible run ξ ξ ξ for a discrete plan P if and only if Algorithm 3 finds a dynamically feasible run.
Proof. (⇐) Let ξ ξ ξ be a dynamically feasible run such that ξ ξ ξ ϕ and ξ ξ ξ ∈ pre f ix(P, K, ) for some . Thus, 0 ≤ ≤ arg max N ρ ϕ (pre f ix(P, K, ), 0) > 0, meaning that Algorithm 3 would solve problem (6) in line 8. From Proposition ??, it would mean that it would find the feasible run. Thus, by contradition, There exists a dynamically feasible run ξ ξ ξ for a discrete plan P only if Algorithm 3 finds a dynamically feasible run.
(⇒) Let ξ ξ ξ be a run found by Algorithm 3 such that Status holds true. Thus, problem (6) in line 8 whould return s K < δ , and, from Lemma 3, it is a dynamically feasible run. Thereferore, the lemma holds.
Example 8. Consider the discrete plan generated by the coarse (K, L)-loop run in Example 4. The resulting feasible trajectory is illustrated in Fig. 5a . 
V. ROBUST CONTROLLER
We design a robust controller for the feasible plan in two steps. First, we increase the plan robustness using the robustness measure ρ ϕ 0 of the STL quantitative semantics and generate a robust nominal run ξ ξ ξ . Second, we design a quadratic regulator to track this nominal run.
We define a robust measure function ν P k for the discrete plan as follows,
Observe that µ are facets of the convex constraint P k . We can use this robust measure to increase the STL robustness.
Theorem 4. Given a dynamicall fesible run ξ ξ ξ that satisfies a discrete plan P, i.e.,
for all predicates π µ in the formula ϕ 1 or ϕ 2 . Hence, ν
for all predicates π µ in the formula ϕ, by Def. 1 and Lemma 1. Hence,
Remark 3. The simulation function ensures that if a predicate must holds, any run satifying the discrete plan will also satisfies the specifications. Thus, the robustness based on the discrete plan will always a lower bound for the STL robust semantics.
This robust measure function allows us define a LP problem that maximizes the robustnes for the discrete plan P = pre f ix (P, N, ) .
where
. Note that this is a maxmin problem that can be encoded into a linear programming.
Since dynamically feasible discrete plan found in Algorithm 3 is minimum length, we propose a search algorithm that increases the time length of the plan to increase robutsness even further in Algorith 4. Note, though, we do not claim that there is not a longer time length where the robustness measure is greater. The main idea is to improve the robustness in a fast way. Thus, at each iteration, we increase the discrete plan and check if we can obtain a more robust run. If so, we keep this run. Otherwise, we discard. We repeat until we cannot improve the robustness.
Algorithm 4: rob
end if 10:
Example 9. Consider again the discrete plan generated by the coarse (K, L)-loop run in Example 4. We can see in Fig. 5a that this trajectory is not robust because is is close to boundaries defined in the predicates from specifications. However, Algorithm 4 increases the robustness of this plan as shown in Fig. 5b . Now, we present the feedback controller design. Given a nominal run ξ ξ ξ , we stabilize the trajectory using finite-horizon, discrete-time LQR. First, we define a linear system around the nominal run as follows,
Next, we define a quadratic regulator (tracking) cost func- tion,
where Q f = Q f > 0, Q = Q ≥ 0, and R = R > 0. Note that Q and R could easily be made functions of time as well. It can be shown that the optimal feedback controller is given by,
and P k is the solution to,
Example 10. Let Q f = 10I 2 , Q = I 2 , and R = I 2 , where I n is an identity matrix with dimension n × n. Now, we can show that our approach is sound and complete.
Theorem 5. Given a bounded time STL formula ϕ, a dynamic system (1) and an initial statex x x, then Algorithm 1 finds a reactive controller F F F if and only if the corresponding run ξ ξ ξ satisfies the formula ϕ, i.e., ξ ξ ξ ϕ.
Proof. (⇐) Assume that there exists a dynamically feasible run ξ ξ ξ that satisfies the formula ϕ, but the Algorithm 1 returns unsatisfiable. Hence, from Theorem 1, there exists a discrete plan for the formula ϕ. Since there exists a finite bound K ϕ max for a bounded time STL formula ϕ which is a conservative bound to ensure satisfiability and Algorithm 1 executes Algorithm 2 for K ∈ [0..K ϕ max ], we conclude from Theorem 2 that Algorithm 1 finds a discrete plan for ϕ. Moreover, Theorem 3 implies that 1 finds dynamically feasible run that satisfies the formula ϕ. Since Algorithm 4 always return a solution if there exists a dynamically feasible run, by contradiction, it follows that Algorithm 1 finds a reactive controller F F F that the corresponding run ξ ξ ξ that satisfies the formula ϕ.
(⇒) If Algorithm 1 finds a reactive controller F F F, then, from Theorems 1, 2 and 3, we conclude that the corresponding run ξ ξ ξ that satisfies the formula ϕ. Therefore, the theorem follows.
(a) Finding a dynamically feasible trajectory for a discrete plan. Starts with an initial condition at (20, 2, 1.5), the discrete plan consist of the orange, yellow, purple, and red regions.The blue line is a feasible trajectory which reaches the purple discrete planning step. 
VI. SIMULATION
In this section, we apply our framework to the problem of automated power line inspection with a quadrotor.
A. Quadrotor Dynamic Model
The quadrotor is a well-modelled dynamical system in which four propellers are used to move a small aircraft. Assuming that damping and drag-like effects are negligible [27] , quadrotor dynamics have been shown to be differentially flat [28] , meaning that states and inputs of the system can be written in terms of algebraic functions of appropriately chosen flat outputs and their derivatives.
Following [27] , we assume that the yaw angle is always set to zero, and introduce a virtual input v v v ∈ R 3 that transforms the quadrotor dynamics into a linear chain of integrators ....
where p p p = (x, y, z) is the quadrotor position in the world frame.
B. Power line Inspection Specification
The task of power line inspection, which is typically performed by manually flying over a section of a power line, involves collecting images of key points for later evaluation.
A simple inspection task might be articulated as follows: "Staying within the workspace area and away from the power line, take pictures of the top of two poles. Be sure to return to the charging station within 15 minutes to recharge the batteries." This simple specification, illustrated in Figure 7 , can be encoded in the following STL specification: • ϕ sa f e = 4 > y∨y > 6∨z > 10;
• ϕ W = 0 < x < 60∧0 < y < 10∧0 < z < 20;
• ϕ Pline = 4 < y < 6∧12 > z;
• ϕ pole 1 = 2 > x∧ϕ Pline ;
• ϕ pole 2 = x > 58∧ϕ Pline ; • ϕ home = 22.5 < x < 32.5∧3 > z; Note that this specification is highly nonconvex, as it contains multiple nested operators. Nonetheless, idSTL efficiently finds a satisfying nominal trajectory ( Figure 7 ). It takes less than 15s in MATLAB using the Z3 SMT solver [22] and Gurobi LP solver [29] . All experiments were executed on an Intel Core i7 2.8-GHz processor with 32GB of memory.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We present an efficient method for symbolic from STL specifications, suitable for complex and high-dimensional robotic applications. We propose a novel existential bounded model checking encoding for STL specifications with dynamic constraints, and harness highly efficient optimization methods along with iterative-deepening search to outperform state-of-the-art STL symbolic control methods. Furthermore, we prove the soundness and completeness of our algorithm and demonstrate its effectiveness in a simulation. 
